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Introduction
Research is a unique activity—it seeks to produce new knowledge. Such
an intangible output is typically not of interest to final consumers per se,
but it is best thought of as a (critical) intermediate input in the production
of innovations: new products and new processes/technologies of direct
interest to firms and consumers. Innovations constitute a distinctive attribute of modern economies. Indeed, they are deemed essential for the
progress and growth that has been sustained in developed economies
since the dawn of the industrial revolution. Much has been written about
the process of research and innovation, elucidating the function of science,
the role of public institutions and private concerns, and the critical parts
played by a number of actors ranging from scientists and inventors who
produce basic breakthroughs, to entrepreneurs who bring innovations to
market. What emerges is a complex system fraught with market failures,
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with an acute need for public policies and coordinated actions which,
however, are often beset by unintended consequences (Aghion, David,
and Foray 2009). One thing is clear in this context, however: incentives
matter.
Our focus on incentives is motivated by a quintessential characteristic of
knowledge: it is intrinsically a public good. That is, it takes the form of
information and as such it is nondepletable (nonrival in consumption),
and absent specific institutional provisions, it is also nonexcludable. The
free-rider externality that arises with public goods implies that its private
provision is inefficient. Put differently, providers of this public good face
an appropriability problem, one of the instances of market failures identified by Arrow (1962) in this context. Agents who have the possibility of
producing new knowledge and innovations that are potentially of high
value to society face the real prospect of being able to appropriate only a
negligible portion of the value they produce. Insofar as it is costly to
engage in inventive and creative activities, there is no presumption that a
competitive allocation of resources in a market economy would lead to an
efficient outcome. Specific concerns relate to the level and variety of this
public good: left to itself, a market economy might devote insufficient
resources to the production of new knowledge and innovations. Also, to
the extent that heterogeneity exists regarding how nonappropriability
relates to potential innovations, a suboptimal portfolio of innovations
might be attained.
A number of solutions to the appropriability problem are possible, in
principle. A standard prescription for the provision of a pure public good
(e.g., national defense) is to assign production responsibilities to the government. In fact, governments in developed countries and emerging
economies devote large resources to funding research and development
(R&D) activities, with particular emphasis placed on basic research. Some
of this government-funded R&D is carried out in government laboratories
and research centers, but the bulk of it is outsourced to academic institutions
and the private sector. The Appendix provides some data, mostly for the
United States, that quantifies the scope of this enterprise. Such delegation of
R&D performance takes on a number of forms, including competitive
grants, procurement contracts, and the direct allocation of funds to performing units. Regardless of the performing units, ultimately the research work
is the responsibility of scientists and engineers working either individually
or as part of teams. Because research work relies on very specialized knowledge and skills that are heterogeneously distributed, and typically unobservable, and because the production of knowledge is inherently risky,
asymmetric information distribution and moral hazard are common in this
setting. The question of how to structure a set of incentives that provide
effective motivation to research workers is critical. Accordingly, a major
objective of this article is to discuss the incentive issues of common funding
mechanisms for contracted research.
Government involvement in research and scientific activities leading to
the production of new knowledge has a long history, but the extent of this
participation has become particularly sizeable only during the last fifty
years. In the United States, publicly funded R&D grew rapidly after
World War II, but as a share of Gross Domestic Product (GDP) it has been
declining since the mid-1960s (see the Appendix for further discussion).
Going forward, it seems unrealistic to envision a much larger government
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Patents
Patents go to the heart of the aforementioned appropriability problem
by granting inventors the right to exclude others from the commercial
exploitation (making, using, or selling) of the patented innovation. Thus, a
patent endows the inventor with property rights on her discoveries,
thereby affecting the excludability attributes of an otherwise pure public
good. Such rights are limited in time (the patent’s length) and scope (the
specific claims granted by the patent). For an innovation to be patented, it
must be novel relative to the prior art. It must also be nonobvious to a
person with ordinary skills in the field (i.e., it must involve an inventive
step), and it must be useful (i.e., allow the solution of an explicit problem
in at least one application). To obtain a patent, its claims must successfully
pass the examination of a governmental office, for example, the U.S.
Patent and Trademarks Office (USPTO).1 A host of other considerations
apply (Scotchmer 2004, chapter 3). For example, what is deemed patentable subject matter has changed over time, and differs somewhat across
1

IPRs are the prerogative of national jurisdictions, although convention and treaties harmonizing such
rights have a long history. A significant development in the international dimension of IPRs is the
TRIPS agreement, which requires nations to meet minimum standards of IPR protection as part of
their commitments for membership in the World Trade Organization (Moschini 2004).
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role in this setting, particularly given the fiscal pressures faced by most
developed economies. Thus, the private sector will most likely continue to
contribute the lion’s share of research funds. Indeed, as documented in
the Appendix, industry-sponsored R&D in 2009 was twice the size of
government-sponsored R&D. Such industry R&D, of course, benefits
directly from government support through a variety of tax credits (in the
United States, both federal and state credits are often available). Still,
industry R&D investments must overcome the problems associated with
the private provision of what could largely be a public good. A solution to
the appropriability problem meant to work in a market setting takes the
form of legally sanctioned intellectual property rights (IPRs), such as
patents, copyrights, trademarks, and trade secrets. Another major objective
of this paper, therefore, is to consider the nature of the incentive effects
provided by IPRs. We focus specifically on patents, and investigate key
ways through which they provide incentives for private research and innovation endeavors.
The ( partial) privatization of the knowledge commons brought about
by IPRs contributes to fostering the market provision of innovations, but
what results is clearly a second-best solution. Indeed, some of the unintended consequences and side effects entail social costs that counter the
presumably positive incentive effects that patents provide. Thus, there is a
longstanding interest for alternative methods to provide basic innovation
incentives to individuals and firms that are capable of leveraging their
unique knowledge base and capabilities, but without incurring the deadweight welfare losses of patents. In recent years, an area that has shown a
resurgence of interest in this context is that of innovation prizes. Thus, the
last section of the paper addresses the main economic issues related to
prizes, with some attention given to how they relate to the other incentive
mechanisms and institutions analyzed earlier.

Incentives for Innovation

Patents’ Basic Incentive to Innovate

Property confers privileges, and the pursuit of property has long motivated and energized individuals. The owner of a patent obtains a legallysanctioned ( potential) monopoly power,4 just as the owner of any piece of
property does. The prospect of being able to profit from such a monopoly
can be a powerful incentive for would-be innovators, enough to spur efforts and investments that would not otherwise occur. To illustrate, consider the market for a new product that, once developed, can be produced
at a constant marginal cost c , p (figure 1). The downward sloping
demand D( p) for this innovation, emanating from the choke-off price p,
displays the diminishing willingness to pay of consumers (arising, say,
from their heterogeneity vis-à-vis income). A firm with a monopoly in this
market, as endowed by a patent on the product, and absent opportunities
for price discrimination, would charge price p M, sell quantity q M, and
reap a per-period profit of p. Consumers enjoy a net surplus of S, and so
2

In the United States an expansive view of what can be patentable has evolved, as aptly captured by
the oft-quoted remark included in the Diamond v. Chakrabarty 1980 U.S. Supreme Court decision:
“anything under the sun that is made by man.” Still, discoveries about natural phenomena, mental
processes, and abstract concepts are typically not patentable subject matter.
3
For new pharmaceutical drugs, for example, the most recent estimate of the average length of patent
exclusivity is 12.4 years (Grabowski et al. 2011). More generally, the period over which an innovation
can command supra-competitive pricing must contend with the process of “creative destruction,”
whereby innovation leads one monopoly to supplant another (Schumpeter 1942).
4
A patent does not actually grant the right to produce or sell something. For example, a patented pharmaceutical still needs to clear regulatory hurdles before being allowed on the market; a patented innovation might actually infringe on other patented products; or there might not be a market for the
patented product or process, which might be novel but inferior to existing ones.
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jurisdictions.2 An important element of the patent institution is disclosure,
which requires the patent application to describe the claims in sufficient
detail to enable an individual skilled in the field to practice the invention.
The incentive potential of patents is due to their private value, which
depends, inter alia, on the length of the patent grant and on the scope of
the patent. The length of the patent is codified by law (twenty years from
filing the application), although the effective economic life of the patent
can be considerably shorter,3 and influences how long competitors can be
excluded from a particular market. The scope of a patent is more subtle
and concerns the breadth of its applications, which relates to the range of
products or processes that can be excluded by a patent’s right (by the
so-called doctrine of equivalents, a product might be found to infringe on
a patented product even if it is not an exact replica). Unlike length, the
breadth of a patent cannot be explicitly codified, and it is left to be determined by the patent’s claims, as approved by the patent examiners and
ultimately adjudicated by the courts.
The economic benefits and costs of the patent institution have been the
object of extensive research, too much for us to review in a comprehensive
and systematic manner. The reader is referred to existing compendia, of
varying detail, which include Langinier and Moschini (2002), Scotchmer
(2004), and Rockett (2010). Instead, in this section we discuss some of the
patent institution’s key features and implications, with an emphasis on
issues that remain unsettled.
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Figure 1 Patents and Monopoly Pricing
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both producer and consumers have immediate benefits from the patented
product. Upon expiration of the patent, competitive production is presumed to eliminate profit and increase consumer surplus by the quantity
p + L. The prospect of earning the profit flow p for the duration of the
patent can be a powerful incentive to invest in R&D. If the present value
of such a profit stream exceeds the expected R&D costs of developing the
new product, a risk-neutral firm with a unique opportunity to pursue this
project would find it desirable to invest.
What figure 1 also illustrates is a downside of the patent grant; ex post,
that is, after the new product is developed, q M is inefficiently low because
it excludes consumers whose willingness to pay exceeds the marginal production cost. The fact that the provision of the good is below the efficient
level q C means that there is a per-period deadweight welfare loss of
L. This illustrates the tradeoff between static inefficiency and dynamic efficiency engineered by patents (Nordhaus 1969). From an ex ante perspective, patents are a necessary incentive that may bring about innovations
that would not otherwise take place. Insofar as innovations are underprovided in the counterfactual market equilibrium (i.e., without patents),
the incentive to innovate provided by patents should ameliorate the
market allocation of resources to innovative and creative activities.
Ex post, however, the (limited) monopoly position established by patents
entails an inefficiently low production of the new product, that is,
first-best allocations are not achieved. Furthermore, patents may not
provide enough incentive for the would-be innovator, because only a
fraction of the realized benefits can be appropriated. For the example of
figure 1, it may be that the innovation cost exceeds the expected profit of
a patentee monopolist, but it is lower than the flow of total surplus.
When individuals are endowed with unique innovation opportunities
(“ideas” that are costly to develop, as in Scotchmer [2004]), such socially
desirable innovations would not be pursued, that is, there remains an
underprovision of innovations. On the other hand, when an innovation
opportunity is open to many individuals or firms (e.g., a drug to treat a
known condition), the prospect of winning the patent race that arises in

Incentives for Innovation

More General Innovation Contexts

Beyond their impact on appropriability, patents have additional relevant
economic effects that indirectly influence the incentive to innovate. First,
the disclosure requirement of the patent grant helps the dissemination of
knowledge. Disclosure furthers research efforts in directions that avoid
duplicating existing results. Also, knowledge of the nature and feasibility
of patented innovations may spur new research efforts that build on the
full current state of knowledge. Such results are best appreciated when the
alternative to patent protection is that of trade secrets (also sanctioned by
law). Second, insofar as an inventor is not best positioned to commercially
exploit an innovation, or when an innovation has utility in many applications, patents can facilitate technology transfer by allowing efficient contracting and licensing. The property right granted by a patent is essential
in this setting to overcome the predicaments of developing a market for
new knowledge qua information, noted by Arrow (1962). The ability to
effectively license an innovation can raise its expected value and thus
strengthen the ex ante incentive to innovate.6
The incentive effects of patents are more subtle when inventions are
seen as part of a cumulative process whereby new products and processes
are the springboard for more innovations and discoveries. Patents on early
inventions may restrict access and discourage follow-on innovations. In
such a setting it is possible that patents may actually slow innovation
(Bessen and Maskin 2009). Conversely, an early discovery from basic
research may have little value per se, apart from serving as a research tool
that may enable further discoveries. The critical incentive challenge is to
5

Reinganum (1989) provides a comprehensive review of patent races with stochastic innovation.
Related work in this setting addresses the role of industry structure on R&D incentives (e.g.,
Dasgupta and Stiglitz 1980), an issue first addressed formally by Arrow (1962), but which can be
traced back to Schumpeter (1942).
6
The ability to license a patented innovation can have other strategic effects on R&D decisions, for
example it can be used to discourage imitation and deter entry (Gallini 1984).
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this setting can lead to overinvestment in research (excessive entry into
the R&D contest).5
As noted earlier, the extent of the innovation incentive provided by a
patent depends on its duration (the patent’s length) and on the scope
of the exclusionary rights granted (the patent’s breadth). The latter is
critical because it directly affects both the size of the innovator’s profit
flow p, and the deadweight welfare loss L. Narrow patents (e.g., easy to
imitate or to invent around) may provide insufficient incentives to innovators, but broad patents (e.g., providing exclusionary power over a large set
of applications) may induce excessive deadweight welfare losses. The
optimal mix of patent breadth and length, therefore, is of crucial importance for the patents’ goal of balancing static and dynamic efficiency
effects. Notwithstanding valuable insights, however, extant work does not
provide results of general applicability. Gilbert and Shapiro (1990) find
that narrow infinitely-lived patents are optimal, but Klemperer (1990)
exhibits a model where either narrow infinitely-lived patents or broad
patents of minimum length may be optimal, and Gallini (1992) finds
support for short patents (Denicolo [1996] provides a unifying framework
for these results to emerge).
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ensure that early innovators are compensated sufficiently for their contribution to later innovators, while also preserving an incentive for the latter
to occur. The intertemporal externality of this situation calls for the transfer of profits from successful subsequent applications of a patented innovation to the original inventor(s), which suggests a critical role for
licensing (Green and Scotchmer 1995). The problem here highlights the
importance of specific features of patents, for example as they relate to
patentability and infringement of follow-on innovations. In this setting,
the breadth of a patent and its effective life are intimately related. For
instance, in a quality ladder context (O’Donoghue, Scotchmer, and Thisse
1998) the economic life of a patent ends with the arrival of the next
improvement, the likelihood of which is affected by the novelty requirement and nonobviousness standards set out in the patent statute.
The richer trade-offs that arise in this dynamic context can be illustrated
in a setting where two firms (a leader and a follower) compete in a
step-by-step innovation contest to develop the dominant product that is
marketed at each stage. Here the follower may need to catch up to the
knowledge frontier of the leader before having the chance to overtake it. If
the follower falls too far behind the leader, it might be rational to drop
out of the race, which results in monopoly. One might conjecture that, in
this setting, making it easier for the follower to stay in the game by
endowing the leader with weak patent rights might be socially desirable.
Moschini and Yerokhin (2008) examine the question by focusing on an
explicit feature of IPRs, the so-called research exemption. Such a feature
is actually extremely limited in the courts’ interpretation of U.S. patent
law, but it is a central feature of the sui generis IPRs established by the
U.S. Plant Variety Protection Act (Moschini and Yerokhin 2008). It turns
out that the research exemption—which allows followers to use the
leader’s state-of-the-art knowledge in their research programs—may not
be optimal from a welfare perspective. The ranking of the two IPR
regimes depends on the relative magnitudes of the costs of initial innovation and improvements, and either regime may dominate from a
welfare perspective. The research exemption is most likely to provide
inadequate incentives when the cost of establishing a research program
is large. An effective research exemption can be seen as limiting the
patent right of the leader, consistent with the conjecture that large technological leads are less in need of patent protection than when firms are
in neck-and-neck competition. Acemoglu and Akcigit (2012) address this
issue of state-dependent patent protection and conclude that, in fact,
optimal patents would provide greater protection to more advanced
leaders. This trickle-down-of-incentives effect that they uncover ensures
that advance leaders still have an incentive to engage in R&D, and also
encourages R&D by laggards because of the prospect of greater rewards
if and when they become leaders.
Complementarity between innovations similarly affects the incentive
effects of patents. This issue is quite relevant in practice because numerous patented innovations are typically required when developing a new
product. When patented inputs are highly complementary, or even essential for the new product, each patent holder has blocking power, which
makes the production process susceptible to a hold-up problem (Shapiro
2001). The acuteness of this problem is augmented by the fragmentation
of the relevant patent rights, which at a minimum increases transaction
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7
In biotechnology this situation has been labeled the “tragedy of the anticommons” (Heller and
Eisenberg 1998): the excessive allocation of property rights (i.e., too many gatekeepers with the right to
levy a tax) can result in underutilization of the resource (the pool of knowledge). Market-based solutions to this problem include patent pools and cross-licensing (Shapiro 2001).
8
This growth also reflects the universities’ seizing on the potential for technology licensing revenue
(although boosting such revenues was not, in fact, a motivation for the act). Whereas at present U.S.
universities earn about $2 billion per year from such activities, these funds account for a small portion
of universities’ research expenditures. After accounting for the considerable cost of patenting and
licensing, it seems that many U.S. universities are actually net losers, and the positive net returns are
highly concentrated in only a few universities (Bulut and Moschini 2009).
9
An important exception, which was actually an element in the political process leading to the act,
concerns pharmaceutical drugs, where firms may be reluctant to invest the huge sums required for
clinically testing a university-discovered drug unless they can secure an exclusive license.
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costs.7 With respect to the issue of incentives, the existence of complementarities entails an externality effect: a firm pursuing a given innovation
exerts a positive externality on another firm that might be pursuing a complementary innovation. This again emphasizes the need for an incentive
mechanism that ensures enough profit to induce both innovations and
efficient profit-sharing between the complementary innovations, which is
very similar to the problem that arises with sequential innovations (which,
in fact, is an instance of a specific complementarity relationship).
The incentive justification for patents is challenged by the 1980
Bayh-Dole Act, which allows universities (and businesses) to patent and
license ( possibly exclusively) discoveries arising from federally sponsored
research. The standard incentive rationale for patents can hardly rationalize this Act—if the innovation has already been ( publicly) funded and in
fact the discovery has been made, allowing it to be patented simply
restricts its use (it is equivalent to taxing users). The public pays twice:
with the original research grant, and because of supra-competitive pricing
of patented products. The alternative of putting the innovation in the
public domain should lead to superior welfare outcomes. The Bayh-Dole
Act purported to address a different problem, however: its presumption is
that without (exclusive) licensing arrangements, firms would not undertake the costly follow-up investment needed to bring an invention to the
marketplace. Thus, the motivation is that of promoting “technology transfer” by avoiding the rent dissipation that might prevent commercialization. This act is credited with causing a rapid expansion of university
patenting and the widespread creation of university technology transfer
offices, although there seems to be little evidence that this rise of university patenting and licensing has significantly affected the level of technology transfer (Sampat 2006).8 Still, the basic tenet of the Bayh-Dole Act
deserves more scrutiny vis-à-vis its stated purpose. The implicit assumption is that the university discovery is patentable, but the follow-up R&D
needed for its commercialization is not. Clearly, this presumption does
not apply to most products of university research, where downstream
R&D may actually have higher patentability as the research moves from
basic problems to applied solutions.9 One can find an incentive-based
motive for patenting already paid-for university discoveries, but the
argument is more subtle and postulates a “gap between science and
the market” characterized by the need to match university inventors
with firms that are suitable for carrying out the development stage
(Hellman 2007).
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Overall Impact of Patents

10

Bessen and Meurer’s (2008) criticism of the U.S. patent system is organized around the notion of
the “notice” function of property (i.e., the ability of the system to notify non-owners of property boundaries), which they argue is problematic for patents because of the intangible nature of the underlying
assets.
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Even the cursory discussion of the economics of patents provided above
suggests that assessing the incentive effects of patents is a complex
endeavor. Denicolò (2007) provides a thoughtful analysis that integrates
the key insights of the economics of optimal patent design in a stylized
model, the parameter of which can be related to the empirical findings of
the innovation production function literature. The question is whether
patent protection is too high or too low. With the necessary qualifications
that apply with such a challenging undertaking, Denicolò (2007) concludes
that in the aggregate, patents do not over-compensate innovators. Strong
conclusions from more direct empirical analyses on the effectiveness of
patents as an incentive mechanism have proven elusive. Hall and Harhoff
(2012) review an extensive body of empirical literature and find that there
is clear evidence that patents provide effective incentives for innovation
only in a few sectors ( pharmaceuticals, biotechnology, and medical
instruments).
The notion that the incentive effectiveness of patents may vary across
sectors of the economy is plausible; indeed, some conclude that patent
protection might have adverse effects in some industries. This is possibly
the case for the software industry, which is studied in some detail in
Bessen and Meurer (2008). These authors’ general point is that while the
property rights that patents confer do provide private returns to their
holders, patents also exert a negative externality on other patent holders
who might unwittingly infringe.10 Taking this risk of litigation into
account, their empirical analysis concludes that firms in most sectors
(outside the chemical and pharmaceutical industries) would be better off
if patents did not exist. An even stronger indictment of IPR institutions is
detailed in Boldrin and Levine (2008), who emphasize the need to account
for all of the costs of the patent system, in addition to the benefits. These
authors document cases of innovative industries that have prospered
without strong IPR protection. Moreover, they argue that alternative ways
of capturing a return from their investments are anyway available to innovators. They also highlight costs related to the political economy of a
patent system, whereby the prospect of patent-based monopoly rights
inevitably gives rise to rent seeking, leading to a vicious circle of increased
IPR protection that mostly serves the interest of incumbents. The assessment in Boldrin and Levine (2008) is that there is little evidence that IPRs
increase innovation; they conclude by advocating the elimination of
patents and copyrights.
Dissatisfaction with the actual performance of the patent system is not
uncommon. The empirical finding that observed increases in patenting
activity in some sectors results from litigation concerns (i.e., a strong
patent portfolio can deter competitors from suing, Hall and Ziedonis
[2001]), rather than reflecting increased R&D efforts, suggests a strategic
role for patenting that is less benign than the purported incentive effect.
The expansive interpretation of patentable subject matter, and the apparent failure to hold patent applications to a genuine nonobviousness

Incentives for Innovation

Contracted Research
Patents, and more generally intellectual property rights, work as incentives to knowledge producers by providing the prospect of a compensation that is tied to the social value of an innovation. Yet, in the case of
basic knowledge—a vital input for technological advance—the producers
are almost never accorded exclusive legal rights to the fruits of their
labors. Instead, the vast majority of basic research is conducted by scientists, engineers, and academicians who operate under a very different set
of incentives (Dasgupta and David 2004). Pure ideas are not eligible for
patent protection, of course, for a number of reasons. Normatively, assigning property rights to abstract ideas is undesirable because by their very
nature they entail a high degree of positive spillovers. Scientists build on
each other’s ideas, using techniques and concepts invented elsewhere to
solve novel problems. Restricting the circulation of ideas and access to
pure knowledge would slow down basic research (Aghion et al. 2010).
Furthermore, the length of time between the dawn of breakthrough scientific ideas and their commercial application is often very long. In addition
to its timing, the eventual commercial application of basic research is
marked by a high degree of uncertainty regarding the form it may take,
thus making it very difficult for the market to determine ex ante the
private value of an idea. From a practical point of view, therefore, even if
11

Such controversies are not new (Machlup and Penrose 1950).
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standard, might indeed create unnecessary market power positions that
lead to inefficiency by limiting access to innovation and deterring further
R&D (Jaffe and Lerner 2004), problems that appear serious for the software industry and for business-method and financial patents. All this has
led to a number of proposals for reform, but the argument that we would
be better off without a patent system remains much more controversial
(Ziedonis 2008; Gilbert 2011).11
Ultimately, the desirability of patents as incentives for innovation, and
the assessment of their efficacy, relates to the specifics of the counterfactual situation. Trade secrets and lead time are oft-mentioned alternatives
to patents from the innovating firms’ perspective (Coehn, Nelson, and
Walsh 2000), but it should be clear that they also entail an ex post inefficient provision of the innovation. Indeed, the chief avenue by which innovators can secure a return on R&D is by pricing new products above
marginal cost, regardless of what makes this possible. Furthermore, relative to patents, trade secrets have rather different implications vis-à-vis the
disclosure of information, diffusion of knowledge, and spillovers of innovation benefits. Lead time (being the first to market) is more benign with
respect to the diffusion of information, at least insofar as it is not enabled
by trade secrets. But the prospect of lead time might not always be very
relevant. Startup firms, for example, require access to capital to proceed to
the production stage. In such cases, which are characterized by imperfect
and asymmetric information, patents can be a useful signal of innovativeness allowing small innovators and startups to secure financing via
venture capital. Patents can also favor the emergence of a market for technology (Gans, Hsu, and Stern 2002).
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w x, y = a(x) + b(x)y.

(1)

Holmstrom and Milgrom (1987) present the core result, while Levitt (1995)
analyzes the implications for multiple agents when the principal only
values the best outcome. Huffman and Just (2000) examine how the
values of a(x) and b(x) are impacted by different scientist and project
characteristics, and they find the outcome-contingent bonus is decreasing
12

Because effort is costly and there are no rewards for good outcomes in the terminal period, agents
supply a minimum amount of effort in the second period.
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a scientist could retain the economic rights to an idea, its ( private) value
would likely be highly discounted and provide a poor innovation
incentive.
Given the distinctive attributes of pure knowledge, compensation for
basic research has taken alternative forms. As discussed by Dasgupta and
David (1994), the economics of incentives literature emphasizes a number
of features that specifically apply to the discovery process. First, research
is an activity marked by costly monitoring; asymmetric information may
render the research sponsor unable to discriminate between research activities in terms of their likelihood of success and expected cost. Research
output, however, can be verified by the peer-review process. For this
reason, it is common to model research incentives as containing an
output-dependent component. Secondly, research is an uncertain process.
To the extent that researchers are risk-averse, it is generally suboptimal to
have their compensation entirely dependent on the outcome of research.
Instead, the research sponsor can generally reduce costs by bearing most
of the risk (as the holder of a large portfolio of risky research projects, it
has superior diversification opportunities, and in fact it is typically
modeled as risk-neutral). Finally, it is often the case that research costs are
indivisible, or benefit from economies of scale, which means capital constraints must be taken into account. Typically, resources must be provided
to the researcher before the outcome can be observed.
In such cases, the only way to motivate effort is to model the incentives
dynamically, so that subsequent support is contingent on the outcome of
previous research efforts. In a general form, the problem can be modeled
as a dynamic contract where a principal (the research sponsor) tries to
maximize the research output of an agent (the researcher) over time, net
of the cost of research, by designing a dynamic payment scheme that balances performance incentives with exogenous characteristics, x (e.g., the
agent’s risk aversion and project characteristics). Typically, models require
agents to supply some costly effort, e, that produces a stochastic research
output, y, which partly determines payment, w, in subsequent periods.
Usually there is also a participation constraint, such that the contract
offered by the principal must, in expectation, perform better than some
outside option available to the agent.
A tractable version of this approach, where the model is restricted to
just one type of research project and two periods, yields a simple and
intuitive solution. In such a setting, effort is only supplied in the first
period.12 Given appropriate restrictions on the utility function and the
research technology, the total compensation over both periods takes the
following simple linear form:
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in the researcher’s risk aversion, and increasing in a scientist’s “talent” for
research. They also find that, when a scientist’s level of risk aversion is
“small” relative to their talent, one’s guaranteed salary is decreasing in
talent and increasing in risk aversion. Intuitively, if scientists are relatively
risk-neutral or are talented enough that the probability of a successful
outcome is high, the optimal contract is tightly tied to performance.
Conversely, if scientists are highly risk-averse, or if their best efforts still
leave much to chance, they must be induced to participate by a high fixed
salary. Whereas the linear property in is due to the specific assumptions
of the model, the stylized result of a fixed salary plus a bonus that is
rising in the current period output is a more general attribute of incentive
schemes.

One manifestation of the compensation mechanism discussed above is
provided by tournaments. In a tournament, compensation is tied to the
rank order of some measure of output, rather than to the level of output.
For instance, scientists receive a guaranteed salary, but supply effort in a
bid to have the highest (best or first) output and win a reward in a subsequent period. In this context, one way to model incentives is to assume
that per-period research outcomes are transformed into reputational
capital. This reputational capital can in turn motivate researchers by
appearing directly in the utility function (if scientists care about their
social standing, for example), or by appearing as an argument in the
w(x,y) function that governs per-period payment. Particularly for scientists
operating in the university system, the tournament model is reflected in
the priority system, whereby the first scientist (or team of scientists) to
publish a discovery is accorded (nearly) all the reputational capital associated with the discovery (Dasgupta and David 1994).
Tournament models of incentives have attractive features. By significantly amplifying the return to small differences in effort and productivity, they produce a strong incentive to supply effort. Furthermore, Levitt
(1995) notes that when the link between effort and output is stochastic,
there is a sampling benefit to having multiple agents engaged in the same
task, as long as the stochastic element is not perfectly correlated across
competitors. This is because duplicative research efforts increase the probability that at least one success will be obtained.
There are several specific advantages of the priority system in science
(Dasgupta and David 1994). First, priority establishes a reward for successful research that is only activated by disclosure, which allows society
to take advantage of the high degree of positive spillover from discoveries.
Priority also aligns the social value of a discovery with private value.
Society benefits only from the first discovery of an idea—subsequent reinventions and rediscoveries do not add to the stock of usable knowledge—
which provides a motivation for rewarding only the first discovery.
Furthermore, the priority system also helps address issues of costly verification. Once an idea has been disclosed, it becomes virtually impossible to
verify how “close” other scientists were to reaching the same result. By
denying rewards to all but the first result, the issue of determining the
remaining rank order is evaded. The priority system also induces agents
to focus on projects with verifiable qualities, namely those for which there
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Academic Freedom and Tenure

Researchers often indicate that they were drawn into science because
they genuinely take pleasure from solving puzzles, suggesting that
research may itself be a consumption good for some scientists. Stern
(2004) provides empirical evidence to support this conclusion by exploiting the fact that many postdoctoral biologists receive multiple job offers at
the same time, and demonstrates the presence of a trade-off between
13
Reality is not as stark as theory, and in many cases multiple discoveries made in close succession
share credit. One explanation for this may be that it is not, in fact, impossible to distinguish how
“close” competitors are, especially when results are published independently and without apparent
knowledge of each other. Furthermore, there is value in showing that a result can be replicated.
14
The frequency of “multiples,” that is, when a new discovery is made independently by different
researchers, also underscores the extent to which correlated research strategies may yield sub-optimal
results (Dasgupta and Maskin 1987).
15
Freeman et al. (2001) also worry that the tournament system, at the career level, induces scientists to
work too many hours and focus too little on training post-docs and graduate students to be independent researchers. A related concern is that graduate schools do not adequately convey information to
prospective students about their prospects in the coming tournament; Freeman et al. (2001), Romer
(2001), and Stephan (2012, 162) note that business and law schools may be providing more information about graduate employment than science departments.
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exist people with the appropriate human capital to evaluate a project’s
contribution.13
A problem that might arise in this setting is suboptimal hysteresis. To
do research in a field, a scientist must typically accumulate human capital
in that field. Thus, a scientist may choose (to continue) to do research in a
field because it is populated with scientists who can certify their work,
which in turn sustains the supply of scientists in the field, even absent
more fundamental justifications. The priority system may also encourage
excessive correlation among research strategies (Dasgupta and Maskin
1987). It may, for example, encourage most scientists to pursue a single
line of research that appears likely to succeed, but to the neglect of less
promising alternatives.14 While this is individually rational, in the aggregate the likelihood that success will be achieved by at least one scientist is
usually improved when researchers pursue diverse strategies. Similarly,
the priority system may induce scientists to undertake excessive risk. For
example, by focusing on who is first, the priority system may support the
allocation of socially excessive resources into reducing the time to discovery by a small amount (days or weeks). This feature may also lead scientists to choose research strategies that have excessively high variance
around their expected completion time, since the minimum draw from a
high-variance distribution may well be below the minimum of a small
variance distribution with a lower mean.
Science careers may increasingly be regarded as a tournament for
tenure-track positions. Freeman et al. (2001) argue that a tournament
model applies specifically to the life sciences, where a large supply of
post-doctoral workers spend several years accumulating reputational
capital in the hopes of winning the “prize” of overseeing a lab. Such a
description might also apply to other fields where the expansion and globalization of the academic labor market mean the number of PhDs increasingly exceeds the number of highly-desirable tenured positions and
high-paying positions in the private sector. 15
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Competitive Grants

Another mechanism through which scientists enjoy a fixed salary with
an output-dependent bonus is the competitive grant system. Grants are
typically intended to cover the costs of research, but it is not uncommon
to pay a portion of researchers’ salaries out of these funds. Indeed,
Stephan (2012, 130) reports that, since the 1950s, the responsibility for
securing funds for research and buying out of teaching responsibilities
has fallen increasingly on university faculty. In extreme cases, faculty may
be hired with no guarantee of an income if they fail to bring in a grant. As
we have seen above, such high-powered incentives are unlikely to be efficient, given risk-averse faculty, unless research activities have a high probability of success.
Because receipt of the grant is usually essential to conduct the proposed
research, grants cannot be used like ex post rewards to induce effort. Nor
can they be understood in a static context—in a one-shot game setting,
there would be no reason for grant recipients to supply effort upon
winning a grant. Hence, competitive grants are best modeled dynamically.
To gain some insights, consider the simple model outlined in Scotchmer
(2004, 249): there exists a population of heterogeneous researchers where,
during every period, individuals come up with an idea for a viable
research project with probability l (this also indexes the researcher type),
which is unobserved by the granting agency. An applicant who has
16

For example, he finds that permission to publish research work is associated with about a 20% reduction in wages. Aghion, Dewatripont, and Stein (2008) argue that this may understate the true cost
necessary to induce typical scientists to give up their academic freedom, because the sample is
restricted to scientists willing to entertain serious job offers from non-science oriented firms.
17
Freeman (2006) finds biologists can expect to earn $3 million less than medical doctors, and
$1.8 million less than lawyers over their lifetime.
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wages and freedom of scientific inquiry. He interprets this as reflecting a
taste for research, for which non-basic-research-oriented firms must compensate scientists.16 The taste-for-research hypothesis is also consistent
with evidence that scientists today have a low level of permanent income
relative to other human capital intensive professions.17
Even if scientists obtain utility from doing their research, the principalagent problem persists unless their research interests are perfectly aligned
with the values of society. One way to exploit the utility that scientists
obtain from freedom of inquiry is the tenure system. To the extent that
tenured faculty enjoy freedom to pursue their research interests, tenure
can be used as a reward for performance, or a prize in the tournament.
Furthermore, in addition to providing an incentive for effort, tenure also
solves a problem of asymmetric information in research. Carmichael
(1988) examines the problem of a university that seeks to assemble the
best faculty possible when information about the quality of applicants is
restricted to existing department faculty (who have the specific human
capital necessary to evaluate the work of peers). Faculty may be able to
observe signals about the quality of new hires, but if they recruit a
researcher with more talent than themselves they may find themselves
replaced. Carmichael shows that the only way for the university to induce
faculty to truthfully reveal their signals is to offer them the complete job
security carried by tenure.
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received a grant must decide whether or not to complete the project at a
cost c. Suppose the granting agency follows the simple rule of awarding a
grant of value v to every first-time applicant, as well as to every applicant
who successfully completed their previous granted project. The awardee’s
trade-off is between saving c in the current period and being eligible for
more grants in the future. Thus, the agent will choose to complete the
project when:
v≤v−c+

1
t=1

dt l(v − c)

(2)

where d is the applicant’s discount factor. Hence, the condition for the
awardee to perform the research work is:
c(1 − d)
.
(v − c)

(3)

In equilibrium, therefore, the agency ends up funding only researchers
with sufficiently high l (i.e., those who have ideas most frequently),
ensuring that funded projects are actually performed. This illustrates some
common features of real-world granting agencies, where the review
process typically places considerable weight on past accomplishments
(Stephan 2012, 131). Also for this reason, new science hires in academia
often receive a “start-up” package, which enables them to accrue successes
before applying for grants.
While simple, this approach abstracts away from many elements of the
grant game that are important: competition among agents, effort expended
to win a grant, the optimal number and sizes of grants to give, and heterogeneity in the value, cost and probability of success of a research project.
Lazear (1997) presents a model that incorporates all these elements, except
for heterogeneity in potential projects, by representing competition for
grants as a raffle. Agents obtain “tickets” as a function of their inherent
ability and their efforts (and maybe past accomplishments). For example,


(4)
Tit = eia + byi,t−1 xi
where e denotes application effort, yt21 denotes the quality of last period’s
outcome, x denotes inherent ability, and b is a parameter indexing the
weight placed on previous accomplishments. The probability of winning a
grant is then given by the applicant’s number of tickets, Tit, as a share of
the total number of tickets SjTjt (thus, an agent’s likelihood of winning a
grant depends not only on her own effort and ability, but also on the traits
of her competitors). An agency with a fixed budget has the problem of
deciding how many draws from the “raffle” to make. More draws entail
more awards, but at the cost of decreasing the value of a win to applicants. Meanwhile, agents are faced with the problem of deciding how
much effort to devote towards winning a grant and, upon receipt, how
much effort to spend performing the required work.
Using this framework, Lazear (1997) shows that, in most cases, lower
ability and younger applicants will supply more effort. This is because
when an applicant is holding few tickets, each additional ticket has a high
value (moving from 1 to 2 tickets doubles the chance of winning, for
example). High ability people or those with positive values for yt21, on
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Research Incentives and Risk-taking

A standard feature of principal-agent models is that the outputcontingent portion of researcher compensation should be increasing in
output. This seemingly intuitive result, however, is derived from an
approach where agents do not choose from a portfolio of possible research
projects. Let i label different possible strands of research, and suppose
18

This conclusion is consistent with stylized facts. For example, the number of researchers under the
age of 35 who are awarded the RO1 grant from the NIH has fallen from over 1,000 per annum in
1980 to under 400 per annum by the year 2000 (Freeman and Van Reenen 2009). See also Stephan
(2012, 140) for more examples of the disadvantage faced by young researchers.
19
Ironically, the NSF’s rationale for offering fewer awards was that it would reduce the time researchers spent on applications (Stephan 2012, 132-133 and 141-143).
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the other hand, start with a better chance of winning and thus the marginal value of supplying additional effort is low. In a two-period model,
older researchers will tend to win more grants.18 Given that the marginal
value of effort provided by a high ability (or more experienced) researcher
presumably has higher social value than the marginal effort of low ability
types, it may be desirable for the grant system to try to induce highly productive types to exert more effort, which may support the real-world practice of tying the value of a grant to salary.
The tradeoff between number and size of awards can also be examined
(Lazear 1997). In general, if fewer grants are awarded, holding the value
of each grant constant, researchers will reduce their grant application
effort. But if the granting agency has a fixed budget, reducing the number
of grants awarded increases the value of each grant. In this setting, it
turns out that researchers may exert more effort in their applications;
although the probability of winning decreases with fewer awards, the
increased value of each award may offset this effect and ultimately lead to
an increase in effort. Grant-making agencies in the United States experienced this phenomenon in the early 2000s; when the National Institutes of
Health (NIH) reduced the number of awards offered after 2002 due to a
tightening budget, the number of applications fell. Conversely, when the
National Science Foundation (NSF) reduced the number of awards offered
between 2000 and 2005, but increased the value of each award, applications per researcher actually increased.19
The need for application effort in competitive grant contests suggests
that scientists’ use of their time may not be optimal: some would argue
that scientists’ time would be better spent actually doing research. To the
extent that a granting agency places weight on yt21 rather than e,
this critique is blunted because maximizing the output of an awarded
grant effectively becomes an input in next period’s grant application.
Furthermore, application effort is not necessarily wasteful (e.g., preliminary experiments that have value regardless of the receipt of the grant).
Yet some have suggested that grants have come to resemble prizes: applicants submit proposals for work that is already all but complete, ensuring
a predictable outcome if the grant is awarded. A related concern is that
severe risk aversion now plagues the science grant system (Alberts 2009).
Both of these concerns indicate an aspect of grant modeling that until
recently had not received much attention: heterogeneity in the riskiness of
research.
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20

This may be another argument for tying the value of a grant to salary, assuming that successful risktakers enjoy a higher salary in subsequent periods.
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they are characterized by different ex ante probabilities of success, pi, and
values of success, yi. In principle, a risk-neutral granting agency should be
indifferent between two projects with the same expected value but different probabilities of success. However, the competitive grant mechanism
may engender excess risk aversion. To illustrate this, we return to the
model outlined in equations (2) and (3), but suppose that if an agent
exerts effort at cost c, there is only a probability p , 1 of success. Ceteris
paribus, this lowers the expected reward of effort, and will encourage
shirking. Thus, if the granting agency has knowledge of p, it may reasonably turn down projects with low values of p, since it does not expect a
rational agent to complete the grant.20 Thus, we might expect high-risk
grant proposals to be rare. Indeed, there is some evidence that this is the
case (Kolata 2009).
A possible strategy to encourage more risk-taking is for the granting
agency to shift some of the benefits of diversification onto the scientist by
simultaneously financing a set of high-risk projects. By bundling uncorrelated research projects, the probability of uniform failure is reduced for
the grant recipient. An obstacle is that such a grant would need to be
much larger than typical grants, and would push back the completion
time by several periods (assuming it takes longer to run multiple projects).
This would tend to increase the incentive to shirk. As a consequence,
given the mechanism outlined in equations (2) and (3), only very talented
and experienced scientists will tend to be funded (because they stand to
gain the most in terms of future grants by completing the projects).
Grant-making agencies are aware of these problems, and in response the
NIH created the Pioneer Awards in 2004 to specifically fund high-risk but
novel and potentially transformative research projects (NIH 2012). At
present, these grants represent a small fraction of awards, but they are
indeed highly selective, and they provide recipients more funding, time
and freedom of research.
To address the relationship between risk-taking and incentives more
directly, Manso (2011) explicitly models a researcher who, in a two-period
model, has two avenues of research, labeled “exploitative” and “exploratory.” While the value of success is the same regardless of the type of
research, there are differences in their probability structure. Exploitative
research has a fixed probability of success in both periods, whereas with
exploratory research the period two probability depends on the period
one outcome. Exploratory research initially has a lower probability but, if
the first period is successful, it then has the highest probability of success
in period two. The model is meant to capture the trade-off between incremental research that is likely to succeed, but which does not add a great
deal to the stock of knowledge, and radical research which may be initially risky, but if successful opens up new arenas for exploration.
When the gains from inducing the exploratory line of research exceed
those of the exploitative line, Manso (2011) shows that paying for a good
outcome in the first period may actually be detrimental. If the agent is
simply compensated for success in each period, and if the principal
observes only whether a project was a success or failure (and specifically
not whether it was an “exploratory success” or an “exploitative success”),

Incentives for Innovation

Teamwork

The models considered so far have treated researchers as individuals, a
simplification that ignores the fact that scientific work is often conducted
by teams. Indeed, the size and frequency of teams has been rising over the
last several decades (Wuchty et al. 2007).22 There are several reasons why
this might be the case. Falling communication costs have facilitated collaboration across geographical space, as implied by the finding that papers
with authors from multiple universities are rising (Jones, Wuchty, and
Uzzi 2008). Indivisibilities and sharing of large datasets and expensive
equipment also requires larger teams than in the past. Jones (2009) argues
that the rise of teams is an inevitable consequence of humanity’s knowledge accumulation; the amount of knowledge needed to contribute to the
frontier is now so large that it is spread over several individuals. The rise
of teams in research makes the optimality of team incentives an increasingly important issue. Here, we focus on three aspects of incentive design
unique to teams: free-riding, sorting, and information sharing.
21
An interesting exception is from Silicon Valley start-ups, where a capacity to “fail fast” may carry
some reputational currency (NPR 2012).
22
Wuchty, Jones, and Uzzi (2007) examine 19.9 million papers and 2.1 million patents between 1955
and 2000 and find that, across major disciplines, both the number of authors of a paper and the
frequency of multiple authors have been rising. In science and engineering, for example, the average
number of authors rose from 1.9 to 3.5 over the examined period, while the percentage of teamauthored papers rose from approximately 50% to 80%.
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it is often optimal for the agent to pursue the “safe” exploitative research
in each period. Rewarding success in period one creates an incentive to
prioritize the short-term; thus, to induce the agent to explore it is usually
best to pay only for success in period two. Indeed, if the probability of
success for exploration is very low relative to exploitative research, it may
be optimal to pay for failure in period one. This is because a failure in
period one signals to the principal that the agent attempted the exploratory research project. To prevent shirking in such a case, compensation in
period two must be appropriately designed so that the benefit from succeeding in period two makes exploring a better option than shirking in
period one.
While an agent almost never receives a bonus for initial failure,21 the
key message is that compensation schemes should be weighted towards
long-term success, and short-term failure should be tolerated if the goal is
promoting creative research. There is some evidence that this is the case in
the private sector (e.g., Lerner and Wulf 2007). Azoulay, Graff-Zivin, and
Manso (2011) tested this theory by comparing the publication record of
similar scientists funded either by grants from the NIH or the Howard
Hughes Medical Institute (HHMI). Grants from the NIH tend to resemble
the grant mechanism discussed earlier, where outcomes in each period are
clearly measured and used as inputs in subsequent periods to obtain
further grants. HHMI grants, on the other hand, are relatively long-term
and very tolerant of early failure. Using propensity-score matching and
difference-in-difference approaches, the authors find that HHMI publications tend to be more creative and risky by a number of measures: a
higher probability of being a highly-cited article; a tendency to publish
with more novel keywords; and a greater diversity of citing journals.
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The problem of free-riding in teams is addressed by Holmstrom (1982),
who shows that an incentive scheme that yields first-best effort from its
members can only be achieved if some of the output can be “thrown
away” as a punishment to prevent shirking. In this model, members of a
team exert a costly effort that contributes to a stochastic output, y, whose
distribution is a function of the vector of all individual actions. In this
setting, any rule that fully shares the output y between team members
will not induce the socially-optimal level of effort—some agents will
always have an incentive to shirk because they enjoy the reduction in the
cost of effort alone, but the reduction in the expected reward is split
between all the team members. However, it may be possible to get arbitrarily close to first-best effort levels if the following sharing rule is used
(Holmstrom 1982):


si y,
si y − k i ,

y ≥ y
y , y

(5)


where si denotes agent i’s share (so that i si = 1). Note that if output falls
below some y, then total team compensation falls below its output level y.
For appropriately-chosen values of y and ki, this rule can induce optimal
effort. Some incentive schemes in research may approximate this result. In
academic publishing, for example, if a paper’s quality, y, falls below a
threshold it is not accepted for publication, so that the reputational capital
awarded to each and all of the authors for this work is essentially nil (i.e.,
ki ≈ si y).23
The necessity of teams also introduces the issue of optimal matching,
i.e., the optimal grouping of individuals of different abilities. This question is addressed by Kremer (1993), whose O-ring production model in its
simplest form is:
  n
q
E y =
i=1 i

(6)

where n tasks must be completed by n agents who vary by ability,
qi [ [0,1]. In such models, assortative matching takes place so that individuals with similar abilities work together. For example, academic departments tend to hire faculty of similar ability levels; to the extent that they
are the units of collaboration, this is consistent with assortative matching.
As the cost of communication falls, collaboration across universities has
become increasingly common. Nevertheless, in an analysis of multiuniversity collaborations, Jones, Wuchty, and Uzzi (2008) find that collaborations between schools that are ranked similarly are more common
than predicted by a random matching model, and that this trend has risen
over time.
When a team structure is necessary for innovation, issues of informationsharing are relevant. Niehaus (2011) develops a framework to study
the costs of sharing information in a setting where agents share knowledge with others whenever the private benefits exceed communication
costs. If completing a project requires a common set of information for
If there are constraints on the maximum value of ki (e.g., si (y) cannot be negative), then there may
not exist a value of 
y that can induce first-best effort. Holmstrom (1982) argues that this implies a
maximum team size that can be effectively managed by such an incentive scheme.

23
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si y =
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Prizes
The two broad mechanisms for securing innovation discussed above are
problematic, though for different reasons: patents impose a monopoly
deadweight loss, while contracted research must overcome moral hazard
problems. An alternative that can potentially overcome these limitations is
the innovation prize: an ex post reward for innovations meeting certain
prerequisites. If the prize is appropriate, it may generate enough investment/effort to bring about a desired innovation. Having compensated the
inventor, the innovation can then be put in the public domain, thereby
eschewing the deadweight welfare loss associated with patents.
Following Shavell and van Ypersele (2001), consider an innovation that
can be realized with probability P(c), at unobservable cost c. This probabil′
′′
ity function is increasing in c and satisfies P (c) . 0 and P (c) , 0. An individual determining how much to invest in the discovery solves:
max BP(c) − c
c

(6)

where B is the benefit (value) to the individual of a successful discovery.
Note that if the true social value is V, then the social planner would want
to have B ¼ V, so as to induce the individual decision-maker to choose the
′
socially optimal level of investment c*, which satisfies VP (c*) ¼ 1. This
outcome can be achieved if a prize of value V is offered to the successful
discovery, since this forces the researcher to solve the social planner’s
problem (it is assumed that, upon discovery, the innovation is put in the
24

It is also costly to verify the quality of interdisciplinary work if the evaluators must possess information from a range of disciplines, though this cost is not directly borne by the authors.
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all team members, then the cost of sharing information must be considered a part of the project’s cost. In a multi-disciplinary setting, this cost
can be substantial. This may make such projects unviable when considered individually, but worthwhile if a set of projects that require the same
common set of information can be found.24 Whether such fixed set-up
cost arguments are sufficient to explain the desire of many schools to
establish interdisciplinary programs is an open question. Alternatively, the
currently widespread enthusiasm for interdisciplinary projects may
grossly underestimate their true costs.
A distinct information-sharing situation arises when two agents pursue
independent projects, but have the opportunity to learn from each other.
This is the context analyzed by Ederer (2010), who specifically considers a
variation of Manso (2011) where each researcher has an exploitative and
exploratory research path open to her. Again, success with the exploratory
method in period one means a higher expected probability of success in
period two. However, here an agent can observe whether his co-researcher
succeeded or failed with the exploratory method, and in doing so gain the
benefit of exploratory success for period two. It follows that agents have
an incentive to use the exploitative method and let their co-researcher
bear the risk of the exploratory method. Ederer (2010) shows that in such
a setting, an optimal compensation scheme depends on the joint outcome,
rather than the individual’s, so that researchers are rewarded for the
success of their co-researcher as well as their own output.
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public domain and is supplied at marginal cost by a competitive market).
If social welfare is indifferent to income distribution so that lump-transfers
do not reduce welfare, prizes can be a first-best solution to the innovation
problem. Note that a patent system cannot achieve this outcome. Under a
patent system the individual reward is the monopoly value of the innovation p, so that the optimal solution ĉ satisfies pP′ (ĉ) = 1. Because P(c) is
concave, it follows that ĉ , c∗ (inefficiently low investment). Furthermore,
as noted earlier, the patent will impose an ex post deadweight loss by
restricting the use of innovation (including possible hold up or blocking
of subsequent innovations).
When Prizes Are Second-best

When Innovators Know More Than the Planner

The drawbacks discussed above diminish the achievable efficiency gains
that can be had from a prize system, but they generally apply to patents
as well. The patent system, however, looks more attractive once considerations of asymmetric information are taken into account (Wright 1983).
This is related to the difficulty of evaluating the prospects for, and output
of, research. It seems plausible that innovators have better information
about the costs of research, the probability of success, or the value of an
innovation.
When the cost of research is unknown to the social planner but known
to the innovator, in the model discussed earlier (and ignoring the issue of
25

Whereas the implication here is that the socially optimal level of investment may be unattainable
with prizes, other winner-takes-all reward systems (such as patents) suffer the same defect.
26
The belief is usually proffered that such distortions are likely less significant than the deadweight
loss imposed by patents (the argument is that monopoly pricing due to a patent effectively imposes a
tax in a single market, while revenue for funding prizes can in principle be raised with an optimal taxation scheme that spreads distortions over many markets).
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At least three considerations reduce the attractiveness of prizes. First, as
noted by Wright (1983) in his seminal examination of the trade-off
between alternative forms of innovation incentives, it is generally not the
case that only one firm responds to the prize incentive. Assume instead
that there are N firms capable of undertaking the investment and that, if
multiple firms succeed, the prize is split between them. In such a setting,
it is highly unlikely that aggregate investment and the implied probability
of at least one success are socially optimal. In fact, Wright (1983) argues
that this “common pool” effect is likely to induce excessive aggregate
investment.25 A second drawback of prizes, discussed by Gallini and
Scotchmer (2002), relates to the assumption of lump-sum transfers. If frictionless transfers are not possible, then prizes will also induce some distortions in raising the necessary funds.26 Finally, the assumption that a
new discovery will instantly become available to all, driving profits to
zero when prizes replace patents, may neglect the fact that competitive
advantages associated with the innovation process (opportunity of firstmover advantages, secrecy on some aspects of the discovery not needed to
claim the prize) may still provide profit opportunities for the innovator. In
such a case, deadweight losses may be unavoidable, unless prizes are
coupled with a legal requirement to sell at marginal cost (which would
have its own verification costs).
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multiple firms competing for a prize) the optimal prize is unaffected and
should remain equal to V. Such a prize continues to induce the socially
optimal level of investment. If, alternatively, one models innovators as
enduring a fixed cost, K, to achieve an innovation of value, Vi (e.g., Weyl
and Tirol 2012; Chari, Golosov, and Tsynniski 2010), then it is sufficient to
offer prizes that compensate innovators for K. In fact, if raising revenue to
fund prizes induces distortions, then it is desirable to keep prizes at the
minimum level to induce socially valuable innovations (i.e., those with
Vi ≥ K). In such a scenario, if costs were unknown, the benefits of a prize
system would be reduced. Note, however, that in such a case prizes continue to outperform patents. Because we assumed that the value of innovations is known, it remains possible to offer prizes equal to the value of a
patent. This will induce the same innovations that would be induced
under a patent system, but avoid the associated monopoly deadweight
loss. And, as shown by Wright (1983), unknown costs make prizes (as
well as patents) superior to contracting research.
The other case of interest is when the innovator is better able than the
planner to estimate the social value of the innovation (value V depends on
consumer demand for the innovated product, and private firms may well
have superior information about such markets). This presents a more pernicious problem than when only the cost of innovation is in doubt. In the
Shavell and van Ypersele (2001) model outlined earlier, the value, V, is a
random variable (a function of the distribution of demand functions). It is
assumed that all innovations are valuable, and prizes are frictionless transfers. Under a patent system, the reward to innovation, p, rises in tandem
with the true social value, V, so that more resources are expended on the
production of the most valued innovations. In contrast, under a prize
system, because it is impossible to distinguish the value of one innovation
from another, all are awarded the same prize. The problem of the planner
is to pick this amount, and it turns out that the optimal prize is simply the
expected innovation value, E(V).
Provided that lump-sum transfers are possible, an advantage of prizes
is that they do not induce deadweight loss. Instead, the loss comes only
from distortions in investment. The innovators’ optimality condition is
′
E(V)P (c*) ¼ 1, and thus innovators supply the same investment to all
innovations: excess investment for innovations that have lower than
average social value, and insufficient investment for innovations that have
higher than average social value. Thus, prizes will tend to perform better
than patents when the distribution of V has a narrow variance (implying
that E(V) is a good proxy for the true V), and worse than patents when
the variance is large.
In any case, a hybrid system where innovators can choose to receive
either a patent or a prize dominates a pure patent system. To see why,
 and
suppose the distribution of V is bounded from above and below by V
V, respectively, and that p is similarly bounded by p
 and p. Note that a
pure patent system is indistinguishable from a hybrid system where the
prize is worth less than p (in such a situation the value of a patent always
exceeds that of the prize). Now consider raising the prize to V. For the
lowest value innovation, it is optimal for the innovator to choose the
prize, and the prize induces the socially optimal investment while eliminating the associated deadweight loss. The prize is also chosen for all
innovations such that V is greater than the patent value. Since V is the
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Information, the Market, and Collusion

The assumption that the planner knows only the distribution of innovation values is restrictive—if prizes can be given after the innovation is
brought to market, sales of the product can provide (ex post) information
about the true value of an innovation. In Shavell and van Ypersele (2001),
prizes determined after observing the quantity sold at a marginal cost will
tend to be closer to the true value, and will therefore better approximate
the social optimum. Weyl and Tirole (2012), however, point out that
assessing the value of an innovation from the quantity sold ignores an
additional relevant source of heterogeneity, namely the consumers’ willingness to pay. The crux of the matter is illustrated in figure 2, which
reports the demand function of two different goods. When sold at marginal cost (here normalized to zero), goods A and B have the same
demand q C; yet, it is apparent that good A is valued more (consumers
enjoy a larger surplus with good A). The reward provided by a patent is
responsive to a consumer’s willingness to pay because the price charged
by the innovator-monopolist reflects the nature of demand. In figure 2, the
M
monopoly prices pM
A and pB would reveal the fact that good A carries a
higher value. The sorting role of market power tilts the comparison of
prizes and patents in favor of the latter. More generally, the analysis
shows that there is a tradeoff between the value of extra information
obtained from non-marginal cost pricing, since it could be used to design
more efficient prizes, and the cost of obtaining this information, in the
form of deadweight loss. Weyl and Tirole (2012) explore this tradeoff by
means of a reward function t( p,q) that depends on both the price and the
quantity charged by the innovator. For example, the Cobb-Douglas reward
function t( p aq 12a) would yield a patent-like reward for a ¼ 1/2, and a
27

More generally, Shavell and van Ypersele (2001) show that, under a hybrid system, one can do even
better by choosing a prize that exceeds the lower bound.
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lower bound on values, the prize will never induce excess investment, but
will instead bring investment levels closer to their optimum (relative to
patents) and remove deadweight loss. Such a hybrid system thus dominates a pure patent system.27
Under a hybrid system, inefficiencies arise only from the deadweight
loss on high-value patented innovations, and from incorrect levels of
investment (too little for high value and too much for low value). A
second potential drawback of a hybrid prize system would be overpaying
for low value innovations—one can imagine the emergence of a class of
rent-seeking innovators who “discover” products of zero value and
receive prizes. Chari, Golosov, and Tsynniski (2010) consider a model that
allows firms to invest zero in return for an innovation with zero social
value. Because the planner has no way to verify the value of the innovation, nor the cost endured in its discovery, any prize of a positive value
presents a riskless profit opportunity. The conclusion is that if raising
revenue to fund prizes introduces economic distortions, if the planner has
no way to verify the value of innovations, and if it is possible to cheaply
create worthless innovations, then the deadweight loss associated with
raising revenue for prizes to low-value innovations may make a prize
system (or even a hybrid system) just as inefficient as a patent system.
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Figure 2 Market Power Identifies Higher-Value Innovations

28

Kremer (1998) suggests marking up the third-highest bid by a predetermined proportion.
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quantity-based prize for a ¼ 0. They find that, in general, the optimal
reward policy entails a [ [0, 1/2], i.e., a patent/prize hybrid.
The objective of conditioning innovators’ rewards on market values
while still reducing deadweight losses also motivates Kremer (1998), who
exploits the fact that competitors are likely to observe signals about an
innovation’s value. In his patent-buyout mechanism, an innovator receives
a patent, but the rights to this patent are auctioned off. The presumption
is that competitors’ bids will reveal information about the patent’s private
value. The planner then uses this information to estimate the social value
of the innovation,28 and offers a corresponding reward to the innovator in
exchange for giving up the patent rights. If the innovator consents, the
planner pays the patent holder and then makes the innovation freely available with probability (1 2 p), and sells it to the highest bidder for the
second highest bid with probability p. While p may be quite small, so that
most innovations are in fact made freely available, it is necessary to give
auction participants an incentive to bid honestly by providing a nonnegligible chance they will really have to pay for the patent.
The obvious potential virtues of the foregoing patent-buyout mechanism critically depend on the assumption that competitors do have good
information, and that there are enough such firms for the auction to work
effectively. More generally, whenever the planner uses signals to determine the size of a prize, there may be incentives for firms to manipulate
these signals. An innovator could instruct his competitors to bid above
their valuation, promising to pay them the difference between their true
valuation p and their bid if they are forced to actually purchase the
patent. Kremer (1998) was acutely aware of this problem and suggested a
number of strategies to raise the costs of collusion. Chari, Golosov, and
Tsynniski (2010) explicitly derive an optimal policy when collusion is possible, and obtain a series of stark results depending on information available to the planner and the potential for collusion. In their model, it is
possible to create innovations with zero value for zero cost. When the
planner cannot observe the value of innovations, it is optimal to use a
patent system, because otherwise firms can make riskless profits by
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submitting zero-value innovations for prizes. However, when competitors
observe a signal and the government can consult with them, or when the
government can observe the number of units sold, it becomes optimal to
use a pure prize system. Conversely, when these signals can be manipulated, so that firms may bribe each other to report inflated signals, patents
once again become the optimal instrument.29
Prizes in Practice

29
Chari, Golosov, and Tsynniski (2010) show that if it is costly to falsify signals, an intermediate
result is obtained. For example, firms could try to inflate the apparent demand for their products by
purchasing goods themselves. If costs are high, a pure prize system may be optimal; otherwise patents
must be part of an optimal solution.
30
Yet another strand of work has investigated more particular questions. Boudreau and Lakhani (2012)
perform an experiment where computer programmers compete to solve problems in exchange for a
prize, but primarily examine the impact of self-sorting on worker effort. Boudreau, Lacetera, and
Lakhani (2011) analyze the results of a large sample of computer programming contests to see the
impact of the size of the competition pool on effort and the likelihood of an extreme-value solution.
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The preceding review suggests that prizes may in principle be superior
to patents, but only if it is easy to estimate the true value of an innovation
with a relatively high degree of certainty, and if market information is
costly to manipulate. However, relevant tradeoffs between a patent system
and a prize system are difficult to gauge because a large prize system on a
scale with a national patent system has never been tried. Several questions
arise. For example, how costly would it be to estimate the appropriate size
of innovations, especially compared to the cost of administering the patent
system? Would innovators challenge prize decisions in costly legal battles?
How difficult would it be to manipulate signals about an innovation’s
quality? Would we see a surge in research spending as innovators capture
a greater share of consumer surplus than they do under the patent
system? These questions are difficult to answer. A number of historical
examples are tantalizing, but arguably insufficient for drawing strong conclusions. Kremer (1998) discusses the French government’s purchase of the
patent for Daguerreotype photography in 1839, and the U.S. government’s
purchase of the cotton gin patent in 1802, both of which appeared to spur
rapid adoption and technical improvements of the respective technologies.
However, the famous case of the prize for a solution to the longitude
problem advertised in 1714 by the British government, discussed by
Kremer and Williams (2010), illustrates a counter-example. The inventor
John Harrison was never paid the full amount of the prize because the
prize committee was unconvinced of his solution’s accuracy—an illustration of the inherent difficulty for a planner to assess the true value of an
innovation.
Other case studies have focused on the performance of prizes contests,
operated in parallel with patent systems, in the more distant past.30 Brunt,
Lerner, and Nicholas (2011) examine annual prize competitions conducted
by the Royal Agricultural Society of England between 1839 and 1939,
while Nicholas (forthcoming) looks to the role of 8,503 prize contests held
in Japan between 1886 and 1911. Moser and Nicholas (2012) examine the
role of prizes at the 1851 World Fair in U.S. innovation. Typically these
studies link prizes won or offered in various technological subclasses to
patent output in the same subclass, and thereby demonstrate how prizes
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Conclusions
Unprecedented economic growth rates since the dawn of the industrial
revolution have led to drastically improved standards of living for a vast
and increasing portion of the world’s population. This growth has also
brought new problems (e.g., rising inequality, depletion of nonrenewable
resources, environmental impacts possibly as serious as global climate
change) that highlight the challenges of supporting continued economic
development. Some argue that the very presumption of continued growth
is unrealistic (Gordon 2012). Opinions differ on this controversial issue,
but there is consensus that, if growth is to be sustained, one element is
essential—continued innovation.
What is required to foster innovation is a difficult and multifaceted
question. Without intending to trivialize this complex issue, in this paper
we have taken the view that the role of incentives is critical. Some recent
work, neatly summarized in Acemoglu and Robinson (2012), emphasizes
that political and economic institutions are decisive for development and
growth. Benign (“inclusive”) institutions—which, at the macro level considered by the authors, encompass property rights, contract enforcement,
freedom of individuals to choose their economic activity, and generally
competitive markets—work by providing the incentives needed to unlock
individual creativity and investment, thereby engineering a sequence of
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indeed induce innovation. While these instances show the power of prize
competitions to induce innovation, such prizes operated in a manner quite
different from the theoretical models discussed earlier. Most notably, in
the majority of cases, prizes took the form of medals, rather than monetary
rewards that attempted to compensate an inventor for costs or the social
value of an innovation. These prizes likely induced innovation through
channels that were distinct from the pure incentives effect typically of
interest. In particular, such prizes signaled quality and communicated
areas of technological opportunity, two important functions in an era
when communication costs were high.
In the absence of solid evidence about how a modern large-scale prize
scheme would operate, Kremer and Williams (2010) advocate increased
experimentation with so-called voluntary prizes applied to sectors of particular promise (voluntary so that innovators do not hold back investment
for fear the patent system will be abandoned). Medical advances seem
particularly amenable to prizes, since their social value can be approximated reasonably well (by multiplying the dollar value of a healthy year
of life by the expected years of life saved). Prizes in this sector include
Advanced Market Commitment (AMC) prizes, which guarantee a
per-unit price to be paid by the prize’s sponsors for vaccines that target
diseases in poor countries. Williams (2012) reports that an analysis for an
AMC prize is currently underway, whereby the efficacy of the prize in
inducing discoveries for pneumococcal vaccines will be compared with a
reference group composed of vaccines for diseases with similar characteristics but which are ineligible for the prize. Another proposal is the
Medical Innovation Prize fund, which proposes devoting 0.5% of U.S.
GDP towards a fund that will pay for innovation across a wide range of
medical advances.
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Schumpeterian “creative destruction” such that good products and processes are replaced by better ones in a wave of continuous innovation.
At the more specific and concrete level of existing R&D institutions and
policies, recognition of the crucial role played by incentives still leaves a
number of open questions. Scientific research and technological development span a range of heterogeneous activities where a number of (imperfect) incentives systems are at work. In this paper we have reviewed key
innovation incentive mechanisms, with particular attention to more recent
contributions and an eye towards distilling what consensus there might be
to inform the economic discussion of current and emerging policy issues.
Intellectual property rights remain one of the most important
innovation-oriented institutions in modern economies. This is particularly
the case in an environment where the largest share of R&D activities is
carried out by industry, and where it is unlikely that significant additional
public funds might be mobilized to support R&D. Our discussion of
patents has emphasized their potentially unique role in fostering innovation in a decentralized market economy. However, the idealized function
of patents appears to be rather imperfectly implemented in real-world settings. Cumulative innovations, for example, raise unresolved issues
regarding how IPRs can best facilitate innovation. In particular, the potential negative effects of IPRs becoming an obstacle for future innovations
has been recognized, as have the political economy implications of perverse incentives arising with the pursuit of any kind of monopoly rights.
Bad patents (e.g., for innovations that do not meet genuine nonobviousness standards) are all too common. Easy and rather obvious
improvements to existing technologies, whether new or not, hardly
deserve exclusive rights for a long period. Some fast-moving areas of the
economy, such as the software industry underpinning the information
and communication sector, appear particularly ill-served by the current
patent system. There are many ripe avenues for reform, and the vast body
of economic analyses, some of which we have highlighted in this paper,
can potentially be very valuable for improving the patent system.
The alternative of innovation prizes is theoretically alluring—witness
the resurgence of interest that we briefly reviewed in this paper—but ultimately seems to be best-suited to a narrow set of applications. In the
( perhaps rare) case when the government has the ability to estimate an
innovation’s value with a high degree of confidence, prizes would seem to
be ideal, as they combine the ex ante inducement power of a patent system
(the prospect of a sizeable reward) with the absence of ex post deadweight
losses. For most potential innovations, however, firms possess special
information about what innovations are actually possible, as well as their
likely market value, and might otherwise have the ability to manipulate a
government’s estimates of value under a prize system. In such cases a
patent system, which sacrifices some ex post efficiency in the form of deadweight loss and potential hold-up costs, can nevertheless align private
investment in innovations with true social value. Furthermore, even when
they are legitimate, innovation prizes may not be scalable, as they would
require considerable additional R&D funds from public sources, which is
an unattractive proposition in the current fiscal climate characterized by
concerns over the government’s budget deficit and the size of public debt.
Direct governmental financing of research through a system of dynamic
incentives may, in some cases, be the best system for generating new
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Appendix
Research and Development Funds and Innovation Activity:
A Brief Overview
The United States shoulders the largest share of global R&D spending, followed by the European Union (EU), China and Japan. Figure A1 illustrates
the extent of global R&D by country/region for 1996 and 2009 (the change
between these two years has been fairly smooth). World R&D has increased
in real terms over this period by about 4.4% per year, with the fastest rate of
growth occurring in China and the slowest in Japan. In the United States
specifically, figure A2 shows that, whereas total R&D in real terms has been
climbing more or less steadily in the last sixty years, there has been a
marked shift in the source of R&D investment in the last few decades. In the
1950s and early 1960s, the federal government significantly increased its
support for R&D, with its contribution rising from approximately 0.75% to
almost 2.0% of GDP, before dropping back to under 1.0% of GDP by 2010.
Industry, however, has steadily increased its investments in R&D over the
entire period, and overtook federal spending around 1980. The continued
rise in industrial R&D has compensated for the decline in federal support,
keeping total U.S. R&D levels between 2.5% and 3.0% of GDP.
The change in the composition of U.S. R&D funds matters because the
source of funds is correlated with the type of R&D performed. This is
illustrated in table A1, which shows 2009 R&D expenditure by type of
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Figure A1 Total R&D Expenditures (Constant 2009 $ Billion) by Country/Region, 1996
and 2009

Figure A2 U.S. Total R&D Expenditures (Constant 2009 $ Billion) and Contribution by
Sources of Funds (as Percentage of National GDP), 1953– 2009

Notes: Data are from the NSF (2012), appendix tables.

research, source of funds, and performing sector. The federal government
supports basic research, applied research, and development in roughly
equal measure. Universities and other groups (a category that includes
nonprofits and state-level government) are also heavily slanted towards
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Notes: Data are from UNESCO Institute for Statistics (2012). Data labels on columns represent
each country/region’s percentage contribution to world R&D in the given year. Other OECD
includes: Australia, Canada, Iceland, Israel, South Korea, Mexico, New Zealand, Norway,
and Turkey. ROW ¼ Rest of the World.
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Table A1 U.S. R&D Expenditures ($ millions) by Sources of Funds and Performing Sector, 2009
Performers
Source
of Funds
Federal

Industry

U&C

Total

Industry(a)

U&C(b)

30,901
5,507
8,006
17,389

46,019
3,890
9,727
32,403
242,820
13,444
33,258
196,118

36,543
26,050
7,866
2,628
3,279
2,344
767
168
11,436
8,173
2,675
587
8,093
5,785
1,893
416
59,351
42,352
13,201
3,799

30,901
5,507
8,006
17,389

288,839
17,334
42,985
228,521

Other
Nonprofit(c)
10,968
5,004
4,502
1,462
1,258
698
319
241

9,141
5,075
2,317
1,749
21,367
10,777
7,138
3,452

Total
124,431
40,451
30,101
53,882
247,357
16,486
34,344
196,527
11,436
8,173
2,675
587
17,234
10,860
4,210
2,165
400,458
75,970
71,330
253,161

Notes:
(a) Includes industry FFRDCs (federally funded research and development centers).
(b) U&C ¼ Universities and Colleges; includes U&C FFRDCs.
(c) Includes nonprofit FFRDCs.
(d) Includes nonprofit organizations and other government funding.
Source: NSF (2012), appendix tables.

the funding of basic research. Industry, however, is overwhelmingly
biased towards financing development.
In addition to its role as the chief source of R&D funds, industry also
conducts the lion’s share of R&D activities. From the $247 billion that
industry spent on research in 2009, $242 billion was kept inside industry,
with the remaining $5 billion split between universities and other nonprofit research institutions. Industry also conducted $46 billion of R&D
funded by the federal government so that, overall, approximately 72% of
total U.S. R&D is conducted by industry. Industry is predominantly
engaged in development, which accounts for 79% of its R&D. Basic
research remains mostly the purview of universities and other nonprofit
institutions, who together conduct 70% of basic research, despite their
small share in overall R&D spending (15% for universities, 5% for other
nonprofits). Universities and colleges are the second-largest performer of
R&D, and are financed from a more diverse set of groups than industry.
The majority of funds come from the federal government, followed by
internal financing, “other,” and then industry. All sources of funds supporting R&D performed at universities primarily target basic research.
The third-largest R&D performer is the federal government, which is selffinanced, and other nonprofits are the smallest contributors.
The increasing importance of industry R&D is also reflected in the rise
of patenting over the last few decades. This is documented in figure A3,
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Other (d)

Total
Basic Res.
Applied Res.
Development
Total
Basic Res.
Applied Res.
Development
Total
Basic Res.
Applied Res.
Development
Total
Basic Res.
Applied Res.
Development
Total
Basic Res.
Applied Res.
Development

Federal
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Figure A3 USPTO Patents by Technology Class and Year of Grant, 1975–2011

which reports the number of patents granted by the U.S. Patent and
Trademark Office (USPTO) since 1975, and also breaks down such patents
by technology class. Patent classes issued by the patent office (of which
there are hundreds) are grouped into the six main categories developed
by Hall, Jaffe, and Trajtenberg (2001). The annual number of patents
granted by the USPTO has risen significantly over the considered period,
tripling from approximately 72,000 in 1975 to 216,000 in 2011. It is also
notable that, over this period, patenting activity has also shifted dramatically away from an emphasis on “chemical” and “mechanical” patents to
“computer and communications” and “electrical and electronic” patents.
Table A2 lists U.S. R&D expenditure by governmental agency and type
of research in (fiscal year) 2009. The Department of Defense (DOD)
accounts for close to half of all spending, which is massively dedicated to
development rather than basic or applied research. The Department of
Health and Human Services (HHS), which includes the National Institutes
of Health, is the next largest source of funding, at about half the size of
the DOD. In contrast to the DOD, the HHS R&D budget is almost entirely
devoted to basic and applied research, with the life sciences being the
primary area receiving support. The remaining 25% of the federal R&D
budget, in descending order of size, goes to: the Department of Energy
(DOE), the National Science Foundation (NSF), the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration (NASA), the Department of Agriculture (USDA),
and other federal units. With the exception of DOD and NASA, these agencies devote the majority of their budget to basic and applied research. As
for the allocation of the latter funds, HHS and USDA heavily support the
life sciences, whereas other agencies split their support more evenly across
scientific domains.
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Note: Data are from the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office (2012) from 1991– 2011, and Hall,
Jaffe, and Trajtenberg (2001) from 1975–1990.
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Table A2 U.S. Federal Government R&D Obligations ($ Millions) by Selected
Agency, Character of Work, and S&E Field, FY2009
DOD HHS

DOE NSF NASA USDA Other Total
0 4,234
830
0
6,095 1,703

192
775
2,078

1,112
799
4,092

69,640
4,345
63,453

1,079

395

19

949

3,751

934
1,253

97
29

1,737
10

1,298
214

33,268
3,607

1,181 469
11
6
253
0
366
87
1,019 620
6,925 5,937

106
0
160
0
46
3,045

322
5,820
96
2,087
300
1,046
91
3,644
822 10,230
6,003 137,438

Notes: DOD ¼ Department of Defense; HHS ¼ Department of Health and Human Services;
DOE ¼ Department of Energy; NASA ¼ National Aeronautics and Space Administration;
USDA ¼ Department of Agriculture.
Source: NSF (2012), appendix tables.

In addition to the role of patents and contracted research, this paper also
examined the role of prizes as a form of innovation incentive. One must
note, however, that prizes account for a negligible percentage of R&D
spending at this time. The 2010 America COMPETES Reauthorization Act
did establish a system for federal agencies to offer innovation inducement
prizes, and with time we may perhaps see prizes forming a larger share of
R&D expenditure. However, as of November 17, 2012, there were 227 prize
challenges offered on the federal prize clearinghouse website, www.
challenge.gov, valued at under $50 million in total, or under 0.03% of total
federal R&D outlays.
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Development
61,307
94 2,702
R&D Plants
117
152 1,672
Basic & Applied
6,806 35,490 7,188
Research of Which:
Environmental
390
545
373
science
Life science
924 27,930
349
Mathematics and
913
187 1,002
computer science
Physical science
833
297 2,612
Psychology
69 1,904
0
Social science
39
294
0
Other science
145 2,579
375
Engineering
3,493 1,754 2,476
Total R&D
68,230 35,736 11,562

